
 What is SOLIS?     
 SO lar LI ghting Systems.  Solight LTD is an Israeli startup
developing the innovative SOLIS family of SOlar LIghting 
Systems. Our fully static high ef�ciency collectors, deliver 
outstanding sunlight collection, enabling economical and 
constant harvesting of solar light from 0800  AM till 0400  PM, 
channeling natural light into desired interior spaces, while 
blocking harmful UV and heat. You get the best full spectrum 
Sunlight indoors, thus saving electricity during the day.
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 What is SOLIS?     
 SO lar LI ghting Systems.  Solight LTD. is the innovative Israeli  

      startup that developed the SOLIS family of SOlar LIghting Systems.  
      Solight’s fully static high ef�ciency collectors, deliver outstanding  
      sunlight collection while blocking harmful UV rays and heat.  
      The system enables cost effective and constant harvesting of  
      solar light from 8 AM- 4 PM. By channeling natural light into  
      desired interior spaces, end users enjoy the best full spectrum  
      sunlight indoors while saving electricity during the day.

Why would I need SOLIS?  
Healthier Living .
SOLIS delivers natural full spectrum sunlight indoors as it 
maintains the body’s natural rhythms, contributing to healthier 
living and well-being. One of the paradox’s of modern life is that 
while nature offers, free, full spectrum solar light outdoors, the 
opposite is true indoors where  we spend most of our days under  
unhealthy, �ickering, and wasteful arti�cial lighting. This paradox  
severely impairs the body’s natural circadian rhythms, causing: 
depression, fatigue, insomnia, obesity and learning dif�culties.

Is SOLIS better than existing systems? 
  Absolutely.  The SOLIS systems deliver 240% more light compared   

      to simple non-concentrating solutions or comparable skylights.  
      As a fully static system, our price performance, durability and  
      costs, are superior to existing systems.

 Will SOLIS provide light at night?       
 SOLIS is a daytime lighting solution. A real-time no-storage  

     sunlighting system, providing natural light indoors during  
     daytime. Unlike other systems, SOLIS performs well when  
     cloudy. Under heavy clouds or at nighttime, regular lighting  
      can �ll in automatically.

 Who's behind the scenes at SOLIS?          
 The EU – H2020  SME Program.  Since 2012 , SOLIS has been in     

      development under the supervision of the Israeli Innovation  
      Authority, R&D programs. Currently, Solight is operating under  
      the auspices of the prestigious EU’s Horizon 2020  SME Phase II  
      program. Upon completion, the SOLIS product portfolio will  
      re�ect a “market ready” status.

www.solight-energy.com
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